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Abstract

We present a prediction (estimation, calculation, screening) method for the estimation of the self-accelerating decomposition temperature
(SADT) for liquid organic peroxides from differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements based on the concepts of thermal explosion
t der
i able method
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heory originally introduced by Semonov which are adopted to our problem assumingnth-order reaction kinetics. For the peroxides un
nvestigation, we demonstrate good agreement with the experimental SADT. This method can be used as a quick and easy applic
or the estimation of the critical temperatures.
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. Introduction

The UN has published recommendations concerning the
afe transport of dangerous goods in order to avoid incidents
1]. Specific testing schemes are described there, in order
o achieve the identification and classification of dangerous
oods of different classes and divisions. One group, Divi-
ion 5.2, deals with organic peroxides (OPs). One important
afety parameter of OPs is the self-accelerating decomposi-
ion temperature (SADT). The SADT is defined as the lowest
emperature at which self-accelerating decomposition may
ccur with a substance in the packaging as used in transport.
he SADT is a measure of the combined effect of the ambient

emperature, the decomposition kinetics, the package size and
he heat transfer properties of the substance and its packaging
2]. The UN manual[2] recommends several testing methods
or the determination of the SADT. The heat accumulation
torage test (HAST, UN H.4), which is also called the BAM-
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Dewar-Test, is one of them. Briefly explained, a 500 cm3 de-
war is filled with 400 cm3 of the OP to be tested. The dew
is closed with an appropriate closure system and heat
the desired storage temperature in a suitable test cha
The temperature of the substance as well as the test ch
temperature is measured. If, within 7 days from the sta
the storage time (the time at which the sample temper
reaches a temperature of 2 K below the test chamber te
ature), a temperature increase of at least 6 K is measure
SADT for that substance is reached. The pivotal point is
the heat loss of the dewar should be representative of the
aging filled with the substance. The SADTs listed inTable 1
were determined using the 500 ml dewar with heat loss
acteristics between 11 and 13 h if filled with 400 ml of wa

Despite the fact that the recommended test procedure
be hazardous to the environment, e.g. due to the relative
sample mass and the possibility of a violent reaction,
are also time consuming and therefore alternatives have
sought since that time.

The most commonly used apparatus for SADT scree
are the accelerating rate calorimeter (ARC)[3] alone or in
304-3894/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jhazmat.2004.12.040
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Table 1
Investigated liquid OPs with literature values for the activation energyE, experimental onset temperaturesTDSC, literature values for the SADT, the SADT
values as determined in our laboratory and the calculatedTHAST

Peroxide Abbreviation E (kJ/mol) TDSC (◦C) for
a deflection
limit of
5/10 mW/g

THAST calculated
(◦C) for a
deflection limit of
5/10 mW/g

SADT
(BAM
value) (◦C)

SADT
(literature)
(◦C)

tert-Amylperoxypivalate, t.p.c TAPPI 127.76a 44/47 20/22 20 25a,d

tert-Amylperoxy-2-ethylhexanoate, t.p. TAPEH 132.11a 61/64 35/38 35 35a

tert-Butylperoxy-2-ethylhexanoate, t.p. TBPEH 124.90a, 120.8b 61/64 34/37 35 35a, 29b

tert-Butylperoxybenzoate, t.p. TBPB 144.36a, 145.6b 91/95 63/68 65 60a, 53b

1,1-Di(tert-butylperoxy)3,3,5-trimethylcyclohexane TMCH 127.52a 84/87 55/57 65 60a

1,1-Di(tert-butylperoxy)cyclohexane DTBPCH 142.40a 93/96 65/67 70 70a,e

2,5-Dimethyl-2,5-di(tert-butylperoxy)-hexane DHBP 155.49a 104/109 76/81 85 80a,f

Di-tert-butylperoxide, t.p. DTBP 153.46a 106/109 77/80 85 80a

a Akzo Nobel[15].
b Hordjik and De Groot[10].
c Technical pure (t.p.) means the concentration of the peroxide is≥95%.
d For a formulation containing 75% of the peroxide.
e For a formulation containing 50% of the peroxide.
f For a formulation containing 92% of the peroxide.

combination with the thermal activity monitor (TAM)[4],
the heat flux calorimeter (C80D)[5,6] and the DTA[7,8] or
DSC[9], respectively.

Hordijk and De Groot[10] investigated the decomposi-
tion kinetics of different peroxides in detail using different
experimental methods. They calculated the SADT from the
kinetic parameters and found good agreement to experimen-
tal values.

Very recently, Yang et al.[11] presented the prediction of
the SADT of organic peroxides based on the non-isothermal
decomposition behaviour utilising a new approach for the
description of the decomposition kinetics. Opposed to the
well-established Arrhenius-like behaviour, they introduced
the reaction temperature range parameter in combination with
the end temperature of the decomposition process to describe
the fractional conversion of the apparent elementary reaction.
The predicted SADT values agreed well with the literature
values.

In this paper, we utilise the derivation for the prediction of
the SADT first given by Klais and Steinbach[7] and extended
by Antelmann in her thesis[8]. They used a DTA as the small-
scale screening device. On the basis of the standard theory
of explosion of Semonov, a simple transfer equation for the
calculation of SADT data from DTA onsets and vice versa
was derived. In this paper, we present some first results for the
d SC
a rities
c inted
o
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of the heat generation of the system on the one hand and
the heat transfer to the environment on the other hand, are
considered. The critical temperature for a given geometry is
reached if the heat production rate equals the heat loss of the
system. Quantifying the responsible effects for the dewar and
the DTA cell, it is shown[8] that

r0(TDTA)mDTAUHASTAHAST(THAST − TK)

r0(THAST)mHASTUDTAADTA(TDTA − TK)
= 1 (1)

wherer0(Ti) are the temperature dependant initial reaction
rates,mi the sample masses,Ui the heat transfer coefficients,
Ai the heat exchange areas andTi the sample temperature and
Tk is the ambient temperature. The index i specifies HAST
or DTA, respectively.

To derive the final transfer equation some important as-
sumptions are to be made, one of those affects the relationship
between the heat exchange areasAHAST/ADTA. The ratio of
the heat exchange areas can be calculated if some simple ge-
ometric parameters are known. For a standard 500 ml dewar
vessel and for a standard DTA cell, a height:diameter (h:d)
of 2 is appropriate[8]. Assuming cylinder geometry for both
vessels the ratio of the heat exchange areas can be calculated
according to Eq.(2)
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etermination of the SADT from experiments using a D
s the small-scale device. The differences and simila
ompared to the DTA as the small-scale device are po
ut.

. The transfer equation

The detailed derivation of the transfer equation can
ound in [8]. The basis of this derivation is the well-kno
emenov Model of explosion where the competing eff
ADTA

AHAST
= f

mDTA

mHAST

3

√
mHAST

mDTA
(2)

hereAi are the heat exchange areas,f = 1 andmi are the
asses, respectively.
The geometry of our DSC crucibles, which are more

ike, implies that ah:dof 2 is not adequate anymore and ha
e changed to 1/2. This obviously leads to a new relation

or the heat exchange areas that means the factorf in Eq.(2)
as to be changed tof = 1.0079.
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Fig. 1. DSC run for TAPEH. The arrow in the plot denotes the temperature
of 61◦C at which the deflection of the signal from the baseline is 5 mW/g.

Following the other assumptions given in[8] we derive Eq.
(3), the transfer equation applicable fornth-order reactions

1

f

(
THAST

TDSC

)2
3

√
mDSC

mHAST
exp

(
E

R

(
1

THAST
− 1

TDSC

))
= 1

(3)

whereE is the activation energy andR is the gas constant.
If TDSC is known, theTHAST can be calculated from Eq.

(3). This equation is solved using the Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm, which is available in the Mathcad software[12].
The differences in going from DTA to DSC can be accounted
for by the factorf representing the different heat exchange
areas in the DTA and DSC cells.

3. Experimental method

All experiments were carried out using a Perkin Elmer
Pyris Diamond Differential Scanning Calorimeter. The
calorimeter was calibrated with Indium at each heating rate
for temperature and heat flow. High pressure stainless steel
capsules were used for all experiments and a 20 ml/min N2
purge gas was applied. Heating rates of 3–5 K/min were
used. Sample masses were about 4–5 mg. For each perox
ide at least two runs at the same heating rate have been
p n
i

er-
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t

4

S de-

composition process as well as the SADT are also shown. The
SADT as determined in our laboratory is also given inTable 1.
The most commonly found SADTs for OPs (20–85◦C) are
covered by this selection.

The agreement between the literature and the BAM SADT
values is good. Nevertheless, it seems remarkable that our
SADTs tend to be slightly higher than the literature val-
ues. Differences in the dewar heat losses may be responsible
for some shift in the SADT. An example is the DTBPCH.
We determined a value of 70◦C. At this storage temper-
ature, the temperature increase was 6 K, which is exactly
the SADT criterion according to the UN recommenda-
tions. For DHBP a similar behaviour was obtained. Dur-
ing storage at 80◦C the temperature increase was 5.5 K.
Therefore, the SADT is 85◦C. These two examples rep-
resent borderline cases that mean that the actual SADT is
strongly influenced by the actual heat loss of the dewar
vessel.

As pointed out in Section2 the THAST can be estimated
with Eq. (3). The experimental onset temperatureTDSC is
taken at the point where deflection from the baseline is ob-
served, i.e. where the deflection from the baseline is 5 mW/g.
The arrow indicates this temperature inFig. 1. Additionally,
we used a deflection limit of 10 mW/g. Besides theTDSC, the
mass scale factormDSC/mHAST is known. In our calculations,
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erformed. A typical run for TAPEH at 5 K/min is show
n Fig. 1.

For all liquid OPs the HAST (UN test H.4) has been p
ormed in our laboratory according to the UN recommen
ions.

. Results and discussion

The investigated liquid OPs are summarised inTable 1.
ome literature values for the activation energy of the
-

e took an average value ofmHAST = 350 g, but if the densit
f the liquid OP is known the exact mass for a volume
00 cm3 may be determined instead. For the calculatio

heTHAST according to Eq.(3), the only parameter remai
ng unknown is the activation energy. In principle, this va
an be determined from DSC measurements as well[13,14].
or this work the values are taken from the info broch
ublished by Akzo Nobel[15]. The experimentalTDSC and

he calculatedTHAST for both deflection limits are shown
able 1. The SADT values determined in our laboratory
iven inTable 1additionally.

Even though onlynth-order decomposition kinetics is a
umed in the derivation of the transfer equation – a possibl
ontribution of autocatalysis is neglected – the results s
ery nice agreement with the experimental SADT. TheTHAST
alues calculated for a deflection limit of 5 and 10 mW/g
uite similar and the majority of the calculated temperat

ie within the typical experimental increment of 5 K. Es
ially for low SADTs we find excellent agreement. Parti

arly with regard to temperature control these tempera
re exceptionally significant. The larger deviations, e.g
MCH are on the safe side.

The calculation of the SADT of liquid OPs using this p
edure seems to produce reliable values nevertheless,
his procedure, as a full alternative to the H.4 test needs
ore verification. This is not only because reliable reac

inetics are needed. A more versatile tool should of co
ncorporate more complex kinetic models, e.g. autocata

Obviously, the presented method works very well a
creening device to narrow down the temperatures to be t
n a large-scale test.
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5. Conclusion

A procedure for the estimation of the SADT for liquid OPs
based on DSC measurements is presented. An existing trans-
fer equation for DTA cells is extended to the application of
DSC measurements. Important parameters in this derivation
are the heat exchange areas of the large- and the small-scale
testing device. These areas are changing, going from DTA to
DSC cells. By incorporating these differences it turned out
that the factor in the transfer equation has to be changed from
1 to 1.0079 when going from DTA to DSC cells. In practice
this hardly affects the results. Nevertheless, the determination
of this factor is of great importance for the transferability of
the equation to our cell geometry. The results for some liq-
uid OPs confirm that this method may be used as a quick
and easy applicable screening procedure for an estimation of
SADT values. To our opinion this method may be seen as an
additional tool for the estimation of critical temperatures and
is capable in saving precious time. Nevertheless, the determi-
nation of the SADT value should still be performed according
to the UN recommendations.
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